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Section 1: Books on issues of sport and religion

Bible


Paul's metaphors, D. Williams Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1999

Theology Top 15


Sport and Religion, Shirl J. Hoffman, Editor, Human Kinetics Books 1992, See Appendix 1 for list of chapter headings of the book

Focus on sport in ministry, Lowrie McCown and Val Gin, 360 Sports, Marietta,GA, 2003

Real Joy, J Ashley Null, Hansssl er, Germany, 2004

What the book says about sport, Stuart Weir, Oxford, BRF, 2000

Scripture and sport psychology, Derek de la Pena, iUniverse, New York 2004


Proceedings of a Vatican seminar on sport


Good Game: Christianity and the Culture of Sports, Shirl n, Waco, Baylor University Press, 2010

Sport and Christianity: A Sign of the Times in the Light of Faith, Kevin Lixey, C Hübenthal, D Mieth, and N Müller, Washington, DC, USA: Catholic University of America Press, 2012


Sports and Christianity: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives, Nick J Watson, and Andrew Parker, (eds.) New York: Routledge. 2015


The Games People Play: theology, religion and sport, Robert Ellis, Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2014
Christmanship: A Theology of Competition and Sport, Greg Linville, Canton, Ohio, Oliver House Publishers, 2014

Theology Other

More Than Champions, Stuart Weir, Harper Collins 1993


Born to Play, Graham Daniels and J Stuart Weir, Frampton House Publications, Bicester, 2004

Christianity and Leisure Paul Heintzman, Glen E.VanAndel, and Thomas L. Visker, eds. Dordt, IO; Dordt College, 1994. See appendix 4 for list of chapters

Christian and sport, Africa Christian Press Achimota, Ghana., 1969


The Pastoral Messages (Homilies, Angelus Messages, Speeches, Letters) of Pope John Paul II that refer to Sport: 1978-2005 (Introduction by Monsignore Carlo Mazza), compiled by Norbert Muller and Cornelius Schäfer with the help of the office of Church and Sport of the Pontifical Council of the Laity, 2010

Blessed John Paul II Speaks to Athletes, Kevin Lixey, Norbert Müller, and Cornelius Schäfer Eds, United States Sports Academy, 2014
http://thesportjournal.org/article/blessed-john-paul-ii-speaks-to-athletes/


Spirit and Sport: Church and Cheer, EW Davies, London 1902


The Right way to win, Mike Blaylock, Moody Press, 2000

Sport and the spiritual life: The integration of playing and praying, A.M.J. Maranise, Charleston, South Carolina: Amazon-Createspace Publishing. 2013


Touchdown Jesus: Faith and Fandom at Notre Dame, Scott Eden, Simon and Schuster Adult Publishing Group, 2005

The most important game Tomas Hammar, Svenska Missionskyrkan, 2010.

A Faith in Sports: Athletes and their religion on and off the field, Steve Hubbard Doubleday and Company, 1997

Faith in the Game, Tom Osborne, Broadway books, 1999

Sport in the documents of the Pontiffs, Cardinal E. Pironio, in G.B. CANDOLFO-L. Vassallo (ed.), Lo sport net documenti Pontifid, La Scuola, a, Brescia 1994,


A Catholic perspective: physical exercise and sports, R Feeney, Aquinas Press 1995

The Catholic ideal: exercise and sports, R Feeney, Aquinas Press 2006

Youth Sport and Spirituality: Catholic Perspectives, SJ Kelly Ed, US: Notre Dame Press. 2015


Training for life’s ultimate victory, Pro Athletes Outreach, Issaquah, WA, 1990


If Christ came to the Olympics, Sydney, WJ Baker, University of New South Wales Press, 2000
Physical education, sports, and wellness: looking to God as we look at ourselves, J Byl, T Visker, Dordt College Press, 1999. See appendix 3 for list of chapters


Sociological reflections

Muscular Christianity, Tony Ladd and James Mathisen, Baker Books 1999

God in the stadium, Robert J. Higgs, University Press of Kentucky, 1995


O God of Players: The Story of the Immaculata Mighty Macs, Julie Byrne, Religion and American Culture, New York, 2003

Global Perspectives on Sports and Christianity, A Adogame, A, NJ Watson and A Parker, Routledge, 2017

A Case Study Textbook on Religion and Sport, R Alpert, Columbia University Press.


Onward Christian Athletes (Turning Ballparks into pulpits and players into Preachers), Tom Krattenmaker. Rowman and Littlefield. 2010

The Protestant Ethic and the spirit of sport, Steven J Overman, Macon, Mercer University Press, 2011


Sport and religion


An Unholy Alliance: The Sacred and Modern Sports, Robert J. Higgs and Michael C. Braswell, Mercer University Press, Macon, Georgia 2004


From Season to Season: Sports as American Religion, Joseph L. Price, editor, Mercer University Press, 2005


The Great God Baseball, Religion in Modern Baseball Fiction, Allen E Hye, Mercer University Press, 2005

Hockey as Religion: The Montreal Canadians, O Bauer, Champaign, IL: Common Ground Publishing. 2011

The Holy Trinity of American Sports: Civil Religion in Football, Baseball and Basketball, Craig A. Forney, Mercer University Press, Macon, Georgia 2007


Safe at Home: A Memoir of God, Baseball and Family, Marc A. Jolley, Mercer University Press, Macon, Georgia, 2005

Game Day and God: Football, Faith, and Politics in the American South, Eric Bain-Selbo, Mercer University Press 2009


Religion and Sport, Charles S Prebish, Greenwood, Westport 1993


The State of Play, Paul Bickley, Swindon, Bible Society, 2014

**Spirituality**


**Spirituality of Sport: Balancing Body and Soul**, Susan Saint Sing, Cincinnati, Ohio, Saint Anthony Messenger Press, 2004


**Saving Sport (Sport, society and spirituality)**, Kevin O’Gorman, The Columba Press, Dublin 2009.

**Sport and the Spiritual Life: The Integration of Playing and Praying**, A.M.J Maranise, Self Published, 2013


See also 6f journal articles on spirituality

**Other languages**

**Zum Verstandnis von Korper, Bewegung und Sport in Christentum, Islam und Buddhismus.** Impulse zum interreligiosen Ethikdiskurs zum Spitzensport, Dagmar Dahl, 2009, 380 Seiten

**Christ und Sport.** (Christian and sport), K Zeiss, Schriftenmissions Verlag Gladbeck, Germany, 1962

**Kirche und Sport in Deutschland von 1848 bis 1920**, W Schwank, Schors-Verlag Hochheim am Main, 1979, 343

**El Deporte, una analogia de la Vida cristiana**, Tomas Emilio Bolano Mercado, Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana, Bolivia 2006

**Begegnung Christentum und Sport Band 1** SchwankKoch (Hrsg.), 1. Auflage 1999. 128 Seiten (In German)

Begegnung Christentum und Sport Band 1 SchwankKoch (Hrsg.), 1. Auflage 2000 128 Seiten (In German)

Apocalipis del deporte, Tomás Emilio Bolaño Mercado Colombia, 2014

San Paolo e lo sport: un percorso per campioni, EK Lixey, Detaglio 2009

Section 2: Booklets on issues of sport and religion

Sport, the Opiate of the People, Peter Ballantine, Grove Ethical Study No 70, 1988

Sport and Christian life, Italian Bishop’s Conference, 1995

Sport and Recreation and Evangelism in the Local Church Leonard Browne, Grove Booklets, 1991.

A Theology of Sports Ministry, Rodger Oswald, CSI, Unpublished

A Biblical Response to Competitive Co-Educational Sports, Rodger Oswald, CSI


Sports, R B Kruschwitz, Baylor University, TX, USA: The Centre for Christian Ethics. 2008 Available online: http://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/75224.pdf

Section 3: Books with a chapter on sport and religion


Chapter: Spiritual care as a dimension of holistic care for high performing athletes SN Waller, and LT Huffman

Chapter: “Have leisure and know that I am God”: Christianity and Leisure, P Heintzman,


Chapter: Spiritualized and Religious Bodies, Andrew Parker and Nick J Watson

Social Aspects of Sport, Eldon E. Snyder and Elmer A. Spreitzer, , 2nd edition (Engiewood Cliffs NJ; Prentice-Hall, 1983)
Chapter: The Religious Dimensions of Sport Pp 262-78

Chapter: Jock Evangelism:Defining and degrading American Christianity for Future Generations, Ken Baker

Chapter: Gary Land, God and the diamond: The born-again baseball autobiography

Chapter: VL Andrews,. Rituals of the African American Domus: Church Community and Sport, and LeBron James pp.120-139


Wisdom, Science and the Scriptures: Essays in Honour of Ernest Lucas, Stephen Finamore and John Weaver, Bristol Baptist College and Centre for Baptist History and Heritage, 2012)
Chapter: Play up! Play up! And play the game: cricket and our place in the world,' Rob Ellis

Chapter: A Meyer, Jewish and Christian Movements and Sport Pp 22-30

Chapter: Cusack, C.M. Sport, Pp 915-943
The Scientific view of sport: Ed Ommo Grupe et al, New York Springer Verlag 1972
Chapter: Georg Soell - Sport in Catholic Theology in the 20th Century


Chapter: LT Huffman, R Hardin, and SN Waller, Exercising the spiritual muscle: Holistic care service provision in intercollegiate athletics.

Chapter: Frank Deford Religion in sport, Pp 341-347

Sport in society, Jay Coakley, McGraw-Hill, 2009 (and earlier editions)
Chapter 15, Sports and Religion - Is it a promising combination? Pp 456-487:

Sport inside out, David Vanderwerken and Spancer K Wertz (Editors), Texas Christian University Press, Fort Worth, 1985,
Regional Religions, Michael Novak, pp 188-96

Sport and Film, S Crosson, London: Routledge 2012
Chapter on sport, religion and film

Paul, Games and the Military, E Krentz, Pp 344-83

Keep the Faith and go the Distance: Promise Keepers, feminism, and the World of Sports, R Balmer,


Sport and the English Sunday School, 1869-1939 Pp 109-123.

Football and Philosophy: Going Deep, Edited by Michael W. Austin, The University of Kentucky Press 2008
Chapter: Mark Hamilton - Is the Gridiron Holy Ground

Chapter: Christopher Stevenson - Becoming an international athlete; Making decisions about identity, pp.86-95.
Chapter: Carl E. DeVries Paul's 'Cutting' Remarks about a Race: Galatians 5:1-12,

The Salt of the Earth: Religious Resilience in a Secular Age (Lincoln Studies in Religion and Society), Martyn Percy, Continuum International Publishing Group - Sheffield Academic 2002
Chapter: Leisure, Ecstasy and identity: Football and contemporary religion

Sport...The Third Millenium, F. Landry, M. Landry and M. Yerles (Quebec City; Les Presses De L'universite Laval, 1991
Chapter: Kurt Weis, Religion and Sport: The Social Connection,

Chapter: John J. MacAlloon - Religious Themes and Structures in the Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games

The Cultural Bond- Sport, Empire and Society, Edited JA Mangan, Frank Cass, 1992
Chapter: Emancipation, exercise and imperialism: girls and the Games Ethic in Colonial Malaya Pp 84-106

Sport in the classroom: Teaching sport-related courses in the humanities, David L Vanderwerken Ed, Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1990
Chapter: Teaching religion and sport: The meeting of sacred and profane

Chapters include Towards a spirituality for sports, Ethics of sport, Early Christianity and the Greek Athletic ideal

Sociology of North American Sport, D Stanley Eitzen and George H Sage, Wm C Brown Dubuque, 1989
Chapter 6: Sport and religion

A Sociological Yearbook in Britain, VIII, M Hill (ed), London SCM Press 1975
Chapter: RW Coles, Football as a surrogate religion Pp20-39

Sport in Society, Peter McIntosh, CA Watts, London, 1963
Chapter IV The Puritans and Sport, 69-79
Chapter VII Athleticism II, 69-79

The Soccer Tribe, Desmond Morris, Jonathan Cape, London 1981
Pp 22-24: The soccer match as a religious ceremony

Sport, policy and politics, Barrie Houlihan, Routledge, London 1997
No chapter but references to religion and Muscular Christianity.
Chapter: Rituals of the African American Domus: Church Community and Sport, and LeBron James, Andrews, V.L., Pp 120-139.

The American Sporting Experience, Steven A Reiss, Leisure Press, Champaign, Ill, 1984
Chapter: Puritans and sport by Nancy Struna

Chapter: Sport and the religion. Pp121-171

Report of the eighteenth session of the International Olympic Academy at Olympia 1979, Religion and sports, A Samore, Pp 73-82.

Report of the eighteenth session of the International Olympic Academy at Olympia 1980
Olympism and religion, J. Moltmann


Play and the sacred, Pp 148-157

Chapter: Philosophy and religion

Making sense of sports, Ellis Cashmore, Routledge 2000
Chapter 5: The hunt for reasons

AIESEP Singapore 1997 World Conference on Teaching, Coaching and Fitness Needs in Physical Education and the Sport Sciences. Proceedings, JJ Walkuski (Ed) Singapore, School of Physical Education : Nanyang Technological University, 1997,


20 hot potatoes Christians are afraid to touch, Tony Campola, Dallas, Word 1988
Pp 13-31 “Should preachers start preaching against sports”

Sing all a Green Willow, Ronald Mason, Epworth Press, 1967
Baxter's second innings Pp117-28
Religious Dimension, John C Hinchcliff Ed, Auckland, 1976
Chapter: Perspective on the religio-ethnical dimensions of sport by John C Hinchcliff

The Natural Religion and The Fourth and Fifth Seals: Rooting Agon.
Michael Novak, Pp. 18-34, 142-151 (chaps. 2,9).

Chapter 4: Religion and sport, 60-77

Sociology of Sport and Social Theory, E. Smith (ed.), Champaign, IL, USA: Human Kinetics: 2010

Playing the Game of life pp 161-191

The Scientific View of Sport, Ommo Grupe, Dietrich Kurz and Johannes Marcus Teipel, eds.: Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, 1972
Chapter: Rudiger Schloz, Problems and Trends in Protestant Theology, pp81-98

Socio-historical perspectives, ML Howell, and J McKay, (eds.), St. Lucia, Qld., University of Queensland, Dept. of Human Movement Studies, 1983

Redemptorama: culture, politics and the New Evangelicalism, Carol Flake, New York, 1984
Ch 4: The spirit of winning


Sport, time and Society, Dennis Brailsford, Routledge, London, 1991
No chapter but refs to Sunday Sport, Muscular Christianity etc

See Pp 15-20, 52-58 Sport and religion – mainly Durkheim and Weber

No chapter as such but various references to sport and religion (Pp 24-28, 87-88, 177-8)

Chapters on Gamesmanship and Religious and Moral standards
*Chapter by WJ Baker, Religion, Pp 216-228.*

Bounce (How Champions are made), Matthew Syed, Fourth Estate, 2010
*Chapter 4, The Placebo effect on the impact of religious belief on sports performance, Pp 139-167*


Christotainment: Selling Jesus through Popular Culture, SR. Steinberg and J.L. Kincheloe Eds., Boulder, CO, USA: Westview Press, 2009,
*Onward Christian Drivers:Theocratic Nationalism and the Cultural Studies of NASCAR Nation, J I Newman and MD Giardina Pp 51-82.*

Canadian Sport Sociology, J. Grossman Ed, Scarborough, ON, Canada: Thompson Publishers, 2008
*Sport and Religion,C L Stevenson,*


Sport and Society, D Brailsford,  Routledge, London, 1969
*Sport and the Puritans, Pp 122-157*

Section 4: General Books on Sport

Philosophy of Sport, D Hyland, Paragon House, New York, 1990

Practical Philosophy of Sport, R Kretchmar, Human Kinetics, Chicago, 1994
See especially Chapter 10: *Making sound ethical decisions*

From Ritual to Record: The Nature of Modern Sports. Allen Guttmann New York: Columbia University, 978. *(Only a few references to religion)*


Baseball and Philosophy, Eric Bronson, Ed, Chicago, Open Court, 2004

The eternal Olympics, Nicolaos Yalouris Ed, Caratzas Brothers, New Rochelle 1976


Has anyone got a whistle, Peter auf der Heyde, Parrs Wood, Manchester 2002


Bigotry, Football and Scotland, John Flint and John Kelly (Editors), Edinburgh: University Press. 2014

Section 5a: History of Sport

Land of sport and glory: sport and British Society, 1887-1910, Derek Birley, Manchester University Press, 1995

Introduction and selected Pp with reference to Christianity

Sport and the Making of Britain. Derek Birley, Manchester University Press, 1993


The structuring of manliness and the development of Rugby Union at the Public Schools and Oxb ridge, 1830-1880, TJL Chandler Pp 13-31.

Rugby, class, amateurism and manliness: the case of Rugby in Northern England, JW Martens, 32-49


Recreation Pp 189-91

Manly and Muscular Diversions (Public schools and the nineteenth century sporting revival), Tony Money, Duckworth, 1997

Pp 1-6 Early Games; Pp 29-31 Sport in the old Public Schools
A history and philosophy of sport and physical education: From the ancient Greeks to the present, R Mechikoff, and S Estes,. (2nd ed.). Madison, WI: Brown and Benchmark, 1998

Evangelicals and Culture, Doreen Rosman, London: Croom Helm, 1984
Good on Evangelical attitudes. Some references to recreation

Chapter 7: Cricket and Christianity.

Sport and Identity in the North of England, Jeff Hill and Jack Williams, Eds, Keele University Press, 1996
Chapter: Churches, sport and identities in the North, 1900-1939, Jack Williams

A ‘Favourit’ Game (Cricket in South Wales before 1914), Andrew Hignell, University of Wales Press, Cardiff, 1992
Chapter: Gentlemen and prayers Pp 86-97, plus references to Muscular Christianity and church

S Mews ‘Puritanicalism, Sport and Race: A Symbolic Crusade of 1911’ Pp 303-31
Michael Hennell: Evangelicalism and Worldliness, 1770-1870, Pp 229-236

Modern Christianity and cultural aspirations, David Bebbington, Sheffield Academic Press, 2003
Chapter: Hugh McLeod, Thews and Sinews: Nonconformity and sport,

The cultural Bond - Sport, Empire and Society, JA Mangan, Ed, Frank Cass, 1992
Emancipation, Exercise and Imperialism: Girls and the games ethic in Colonial Malaya, Pp 84-107


Thank God for Football, Peter Lupson, London SPCK, 2006
Thank God for Football, the illustrated companion, Peter Lupson, London Azure, SPCK, 2010.

The Problem of Pleasure: Sport, Recreation and the Crisis of Victorian Religion, Dominic Erdozain, Suffolk, UK: Boydell Press. 2010


Chapter: The Cambridge Seven, Pp 71-89
British Sport, a Social History, Dennis Brailsford, Lutterworth, Cambridge, 1992
No chapter as such but references to Church, Methodist, Puritan and Sunday issues in index


Puritans at play: Leisure and recreation in Colonial New England, Bruce C Daniels, New York, 1995


Americans learn to play: a history of popular recreation 1607-1940, Foster R Dulles, Peter Smith, NY 1952

Cricket and the Victorians, KAP Sandiford, Scolar Press, London, 1994
The impact of Muscular Christianity  Pp 34-52
Sport and the physical emancipation of women 1870-1924, KE McRone, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1988

Extracts on Muscular Christianity etc

Sport in Britain A social History, Tony Mason, Cambridge University Press, 1989
See especially Pp 1-10 and Pp 344-53


Conclusions and various refs to Christianity


Ball, bat and bishop: The origin of ball games, Rockport, NY 1947


(No chapter as such but the index includes – sabbaterianism, religion, Liddell, Methodist, evangelical, Church of England).

The Games Ethic and Imperialism. JA Mangan, J 1986 (and 1998) 
Pp 168-92 on evangelical athletes

Popular Culture and Class Conflict, 1590-1914, E and S Yeo ed, Harvester, 1981
Popular recreation and social conflict in Derby, 1800-50, Anthony Delves

Some refs to sport

Puritanism and democracy, Ralph Barton Perry, Vanguard Press, NY, 1944
Chapter 10: The moral athlete

Chapter: The Puritan attack Pp 52-65

Sport, Money, Morality and the Media, Edited Richard Cashman and Michael McKernan,
NSW University Press, 1981
Pp 289- 303 Primitive Methodist confrontation with popular sports, Scott Kershaw Phillips
Pp 248-271 Football and the Workers in England 1880-1914

Not just a game: essays in Canadian sport sociology J Harvey and H Cantelon, 1988.
Sport and the Quebec clergy 1930-60, J Harvey

Redeem the time: The Puritan Sabbath in early America, WU Solberg, Cambridge, Mass 1977
Especially Pp 27-58, The English background

Tyndale-Briscoe of Kashmir, an autobiography, CE Tyndale-Briscoe, Seeley, Service and Co, 1951

The life of Dwight L Moody, William R Moody Fleming H Revell, NY 1900

The Life of Henry Drummond, George Adam Smith, McClure Phillips NY, 1901

The World's Student Christian Federation: A history of the first Thirty years, Ruth Rouse, SCM 1948

Moody A biographical Portrait of a Pacesetter in Modern Mass Evangelism, JC Pollock, Macmillan NY 1963

The story of the SCM of Great Britain, Tissington, Tatlow, London, 1990

Evangelicals in Modern Britain, David Bebbington, Unwin Hyman, London, 1989
Section 5b: Sports ethics

Ethics in Sport, William J Morgan, Klaus V Meier, Angela J Schneider. Human Kinetics 2001


Fair Play: Ethics in Sport and Education. Peter McIntosh, London: Heinemann, 1979. (See especially Chapter 2 Ethics of Muscular Christianity)

Who says this is cheating, Sharon Kay Stoll, Kendall/Hunt, 1993

Sports Ethics: applications for fair play, Angela Lumpkin, Sharon Kay Stoll, London, Mosley, 1994


Fair and foul, D S Eitzen, Rowan and Littlefield, Lanham, 1999
Chapter 4: Sport is Fair, sport is foul

Fair play in Sport, Sigmund Loland, Routledge 2002


An exploratory method for determining ethical standards in sports and athletics, Betty Grant Hartman, Columbus, Ohio 1958

Modern Sports Ethics: A Reference Handbook (Contemporary World Issues), Angela Lumpkin, ABC-CLIO, 2009

Practical Ethics in Sport Management, Angela Lumpkin, Sharon Kay Stoll, Jennifer Marie Beller, McFarland 2011


Sports ethics: an anthology, Jan Boxill (Ed). Blackwell, 2002,

Sport, Ethics and Education, P Arnold, Cassell, 1997

Sport and sportsmanship, Charles W Kennedy, Princeton University Press, 1931

Sportsmanship, School Activities, XXXII, October 1960

A sportsmanship brotherhood, Literary Digest, LXXXVIII, 27 March 1926

Sportsmanship as a moral category, James W Keating in EW Gerber and WJ Morgan (Eds) Sport and the Body: A Philosophical symposium, Philadelphia, Lea and Febiger, 1979
Unsportsmanlike conduct: The National Collegiate Athletic Association and the Business of College Football, Paul R Lawrence, Praeger, NY, 1987


Can cheaters play the game, Craig K Lehman 283-287
Cheating and fair play in sport, Oliver Leaman, 277-282
Why the good foul is not good, Warren Fraleigh, 267-9
Deception, sportsmanship and ethics, Kathleen M Pearson, 263-5
Sportsmanship, Randolph M Feezell, 252-261
From test to contest, R Scott Kretchmar, 223-229
Competition and friendship, Drew A Hyland, 231-239
Sportsmanship as a moral category, James W Keating, 241-250

Right action in sport. W. P Fraleigh.; Human Kinetics. Champaign, IL, 1984

Fair and foul : beyond the myths and paradoxes of sport, D. Stanley Eitzen Lanham, Md. Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 1999

The making of high-performance athletes : discipline, diversity, and ethics, Debra Shogan, Toronto ; Buffalo : University of Toronto Press, 1999


Fair play: the ethics of sport, Robert Simon, Boulder, Col.: Westview Press, 2004


See also section 6f

Section 5b2 Coaching and character


John Wooden One-on-one, John Wooden and Jon Carty, Cross Training 2004

Coaching Soccer with passion and purpose, Paul J Banta, Bloomington. AuthorHouse , 2007


Good Sports: Character Lessons for Life, Mark L Gensic, Bloomington, IN: Authorhouse, 2004

Character Development and Physical Activity, David Shields, and B L Bredemeier, Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics, 1995


The heart of a coach, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, 2005

Coach Them Well: Fostering Faith and Developing Character in Athletes, Dale Brown David Cutcliffe, Kelly Herrmann, Saint Mary’s Press, 2006

Coaching for Character, Craig Clifford and Randolph M Feezell, Champaign, IL, Human Kinetics, 1997

Coaching for Character, Dan Gerdes, Mobile, AL, Evergreen Press, 2003

The handbook on coaching perfection: a new perspective on coaching, Wes Neal, Acton House, LA, 1976

Total release training camp, Wes Neal, Institute for Athletic perfection, Branson, 1983


Should Character be measured, a reply to Professor Gough and the Reductionist Argument, Sharon Stoll, Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, XXVI, 1999, 95-104.
Section 5c Play

Play matters – so play as if it matters, Susan Saint Sing, Pheonix, Vesuvius Press, 2013

Work and Play, Richard Burke, Ethics, Volume 82, 1971-72, Pp33-47

Chesterton on Play, Work, Paradox, and Christian Orthodoxy, Scott Kretchmar, and Nick J Watson, Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, Volume 12, 2018, Pp 1-11


Chapter: Steps Toward a Christian Perspective of Play, Shirl Hoffman


“And that is the best part of us”, Human being and play, Drew Hyland, Journal of Philosophy of Sport, Vol IV, 1977, 36-49


Acceptance and influence of play in American Protestantism, Richard A Swanson, Quest 11, 58-70, December 1978


Play in Physical education and sport, Netanya, Israel, Wingate Institute for Physical Education and Sport, 1975, Word sakhek (play) in the bible (old testament), H Shalom, Pp. 7-14.


Gods and games: toward a theology of play, DL Miller, World Publishing Cleveland, Ohio, 1970


At Work and play, Bradshaw Fray, William Ingram, Thomas McWhertor, William Romanowski, Paideia Press, Ontario, 1986


Section 5d Martial Arts


Martial Arts and Yoga, A Christian Viewpoint Brenda Skyrme, New Wine, 1995 An anti Martial Arts book


Pro Martial Arts


Taekwondo and Christianity, Christopher Hughes, Oxford, Self-published, 2013 (38 Pp)

The Martial as the Mystical: Taekwondo as Orthodox Christian Contemplative Practice, Brian Butcher, Spiritus: The Journal of Christian Spirituality, 2017. Full text at: https://muse.jhu.edu/article/675042/summary

Section 5e: Sport in Early Fathers


History of sport and physical education to 1900: selected topics, EF Zeigler, (ed.), Champaign, Ill., Stipes, 1973,
Analysis of the writings of selected Church Fathers to A.D. 394 to reveal attitudes regarding physical activity, RB Ballou, Chap. 17, Pp 187-199.

Can we be athletes for God like the first Christians?, Tomás Bolaño, Paper presented to the Inaugural International Conference on Sport and Spirituality, at York St John’s University, 28-31 August 2007

Physical culture of the early Christianity, YG Kodzhaspirov, Teorija-i-praktika-fiziceskoj-kul'tury-Moscow (12), 1999, 11-16, In Russian, Abstract in English

The Antique Athletic and Agonistic in the Focus of the Criticism of Tertullian of Carthago and of Other Writers of Early Christianity (originally published in German), Alois Koch, 2005,. Available online at http://www.con-spiration.de/koch/English/tertullian-e.html


Section 5f Prayer


The use of Prayer in Sport: Implications for Sport Psychology Consulting, Nick J. Watson and Daniel R. Czech, Athletic Insight, The online Journal of Sport Psychology, 206, 7 (4) 1-15


Prayer in American Scholastic Sport, JW Lee, Sociology of Sport Online, 2003, 6,1. Available online:http://physed.otago.ac.nz/sosol/v6i2/v6i2_2.html


Prayers Out of bounds, Shirl Hoffman in Good Game: Christianity and the culture of sports, Baylor University Press, 2010. Pp 239-262


Running the spiritual path: A runner’s guide to breathing, meditation, and exploring the prayerful dimension of the sport, RD Joslin, US: St. Martin’s Press, 2003

Section 5g Competition


Running with God, James C Hefley, Spire Books, New York, 1975
Chapter: Winning isn’t everything

Competition, Gary Warner, Publisher: David C. Cook, Elgin, IL 1979
Author argues for the place of healthy competition in Christianity.

No Contest by Alfie Kohn, Mariner Books 1992
Contrary to the myths with which we have been raised, Kohn shows that competition is not an inevitable part of "human nature." Not a Christian or sports book
Chapter Beyond Competition 182-196


Competition in Amateur sport, William Hannah, Paper to IAPS conference, September 2003


Theology of Competition: Addendum 1, Lord’s Day Issues Greg Linville (available from Overwhelming Victory Ministries, Canton, Ohio)

Contemporary Christian Ethic of Competition, Greg Linville, (available from Overwhelming Victory Ministries, Canton, Ohio)

True Competition: A guide to Pursuing excellence in Sport and in Society, David Shields, and B L Bredemeier, Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics. 2009


Competition and the Christian, Rodger Oswald, CSI, Unpublished

Winning isn’t always first place, Dallas Groten, Bethany House, Minneapolis, 1983

Winning, Grant Teaff, Word Books, Waco, 1985

Created to compete, Frank Reich, unpublished paper to CSRM Symposium, Atlanta, 2004

Saturdays of Competition, John Popiden, Reformed Review, 48, 1994, Pp 42-49


Winning that is everything, Christian century 107, April 25, 1990, Pp 422-423


The winning spirit, Lewis Smedes, The Reformed Journal, October 1973, p 3

A theology for losers, Mary Rosenthal, Israel My glory, February/March 1989, Pp 3-5

Is competition Christian?, Cliff McGrath, Christian Life 41, September 1979, Page 41


Competition without obsession, Bill Perkins with Rod Cooper, Evangelizing Today’s Child, May/June 1990, Pp 8-10

Competition good and bad, Don McCrory, Eternity, May 1987, Page 16

Winning isn't everything, Kenneth O Gangel, Christian Teacher, September-October, 1978, 4-5, Page 19

Faith to face failure or What’s so great about success?, Vernon C Grounds, Christianity Today 22, December 1977, Pp 12-13

Living co-operatively in a competitive world, Eddy Hall, The Other Side, January 1983, Pp 10-14


A theology of competition, R Scott Reavely, ThM thesis, Western Conservative Baptist Seminary, (OR), 1992


I win, you lose, Robert C Roberts, Christianity Today, 23 April 1990, Pp 28-31

Beauty and beast going for the crown, RC Sproul, Eternity. May 1987, 56


Section 5h –YMCA


YMCA fitness: there’s a spiritual basis for it, J Blankenbaker, Journal of Physical Education and Program (Columbus, Oh.) Sept 1984, F-15-F-17.

The confusing C in YMCA, Everet R Johnson, Christianity Today, Vol II, No 14, 1958, Pp5-8


Section 6: Journal articles on issues of sport and religion (Six categories – Biblical, theology, Sociological, history, ethics, spirituality)

6a Biblical studies

Paul at the Races, Bible Review, 2002, P Fredriksen 18,3: 12,42.


The historical background of Paul's athletic allusions, Jerry M Hullinger., Bibliotheca Sacra 161 (July-September 2004): Pp 343-59

Physical activity, physical education and sport in the Old Testament, G Eisen, Canadian Journal of History of Sport and Physical Education, 6, 2, Pp45-65


Gymnastique et moral d’apres I Tim 4:7-8, C Spicq, Revue Biblica 54, 1947, Pp 229-242

Sport: its right within Christianity, E Mann, Leibesuebungen Leibeserziehung 32(4), 1978, 81-84.


Paul at the Races, R Fredriksen, Bible Review 2002, 18 (3) 12, 42


Studium: Revista cuatrimestral de filosofía y teología, T. Bolaño, Vol. 49, Nº. 1, 2009, pags. 77-108 Institutos Pontificios de Filosofía y Teología, O.P., article about "Saint Paul contact with hellenic athleticism" a contextual commentary about 1 Cor 9, 24-27. (in Spanish)


The Isthmian Victory Crown, Oscar Broneer in The American Journal of Archaeology, 66 (3) July 1962, 259-263


6b Journal articles: Theology


Sacramentally Imagining Sports as a Form of Worship: Reappraising Sport as a Gesture of God, JB White Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, January 2018, Pp94-114


www.redcliffe.org/encounters  Available at

Sport, Spirituality and Religion: Muscular Christianity in the Modern Age, A Parker and JS Weir, The Bible in Transmission (Sp. Ed., Sporting Life: Reflections on Sport, Culture and the Church), Spring: 17-19. Full text available, see:


Sport – A secular religion?, Alois Koch, www.con-inspiration.de/koch/englisch/religion-e.html

Exegeting Homo sporticus, John White and Nick J Watson, World of Sports, 22, 1-2, 2006


The Athletae Dei: Missing the meaning of sport, Shirl Hoffman, Journal of Philosophy of Sport 3 (1976), Pp111-32


Sport, Religion and Human Well-Being. Brian W.W Aitken, Theology: 143-152, Date ???. Also in Hoffman, Religion and Sport


Towards a Theology of Sport: A Proposal, Lincoln Harvey, ANVIL Volume 28 No 1 2012
Towards a Biblical theology of sport, Jim Mathisen, Paper presented to the annual meeting of the Association for Christianity, Sport, Leisure and Health, Wheaton, June 2002


Towards a theology of sport, Sean P Kealy, Doctrine and Life 38, September 1988


6c Journal articles: Sociological, Philosophical etc

Cross-Cultural Comparisons of Religion as “Character”: Football and Soccer in the United States and Germany, M Lutterworth, and K Senkeil International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 2016 1-17


Strength of religious faith of athletes and nonathletes at two NCAA Division III institutions, Nathan T Bell, Scott R Johnson and Jeffrey C Petersen, The Sport Journal, 2009 Vol. 19


Sport, Theology, and Dementia: Reflections on the Sporting Memories Network, UK, NJ Watson, Andrew Parker and Spencer Swain Quest, 2018


Banal Religiosity: Brazilian Athletes New Missionaries of the Neo-Pentecostal Diaspora, C Rial, Vibrant: Virtual Brazilian Anthropology, 9, 2, (2012), 130-158. Full text available online: http://www.vibrant.org.br/downloads/v9n2_rial.pdf


The Contemporary Muscular Christianity Instrument: A Scale Developed for Contemporary Sport, Andrew Meyer., Christopher J Wynveen and Andrew R Gallucc, International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 2015, pp-17. Full text online, see: http://irs.sagepub.com/content/early/2015/11/02/1012690215611392.full.pdf+html


Whatever happened to Play? How Christians have Succumbed to the Sports Culture—and what might be done about it, Shirl Hoffman, Christianity Today, February 2010 pp 21-25


The Place of Athletics in the Life of the Christian, Jay Dirksen, Sports Sociology Bulletin 4, Spring 1975, 54


The curious relationship of religion and physical education, Bruce L Bennett, Journal of the History of Physical Education Review, 41 no. 7 [9-1970]: 69.70


The transmission of christian values through sports in the curriculum of physical education In high school, Davide Sciarabba, paper presented to the 31st International Seminar on the Integration of Faith and Learning, Friedensau Adventist University, July 2003

True Believers, K Baker, Women’s Sport and Fitness, 1998 20 (2)


An analysis of Church Hockey in the Dutch Reformed Christian Community, Unpublished paper for PED 335, Redeemer University College


A Theology of Inferiority: Is Christianity the Source of Kinesiology’s Second-Class Status in the Academy?, Gregg Twietmeyer, QUEST, 60(4), November 2008


Dilemmas of the Christian college athlete, J Wilson, Impris, 16 (5), May 1987, pp 1-6

Sport and religion, N Jones, Carnegie research papers, Beckett Park, Leeds, 1(6), 1984, 36-3


Thoreau takes a pot shot at Carolina sports, Georgia Review 22, (Fall 1968) 289-99

Discipline and pleasure; or sports and the world in the writings of Thomas Wentworth Higginson, David Black, Aethlon, The Journal of Sports Literature 8, No 2 (Spring 1991), 1-13


Defending College sports, Debra E Blum, Chronicle of Higher Education 40 (F23) 1994, Pp41

Jerry Falwell’s team, J Capouya, Sport 77, 9, 1986 72-81.

The myth of success: Has sport become an ungodly obsession? Peter Pollock, Today (South Africa), September 1999

Where have all the heroes gone, Stephen D Mosher at http:www.ithaca.eduicq1998v1toc.htm


The Church’s one foundation, E Midwinter, Hockey-sport-London 27(1), Dec 1998, 31,

The application of the Christian faith by small college Christian American athletes within the sport of basketball, VE Wendt, Eugene, OR, Microform Publications, University of Oregon, 2001


‘To honor and glorify God’: The role of religion in one intercollegiate athletics culture Peter J Schroeder, Sport, Education and Society Vol 11(1) (Feb 2006): Pp39-54


A typology of ‘Muscular Christianity’: Explaining variations in the interaction of sport and religion, James a Mathisen, paper presented at the annual meetings of the American Sociological Association, Washington DC, August 1990

Religion and Sport: apparent relationship in search of explanations, James Mathisen, unpublished paper

Pedagogy, the Body and Christian Identity, David Kirk, in Sport, Education and Society; 4/2 (1999), 131-142

Hockey a divine sport, Canada's national sport in relation to embodiment, community and hope, Studies in Religion/sciences religioeuses, Vol 35, No 2c (2006), 291-305

About the role of intercollegiate athletics at Conservative protestant colleges, James Mathisen and Ronald Burwell, Paper to the American Sociological Association, Chicago, August 2002

Open season, The Christian Athlete, June 1973

Sports: Hast thy kindgom come, John P Williams Jr, Eternity, September 1973

Angry athletes and the Almighty: Christian moral resistance in sport, DW Hiebert, paper presented to the Annual Convention of the North American Society for the Sociology of Sport, Toledo, Ohio, 1992


The decline of civility and the rise of religion in American sport, Shirl Hoffmann, Quest 51, 1999, Pp69-84

Miracles in Sport: Finding the 'Ears to Hear' and the 'Eyes to See', Peter M. Hopsicker, Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, Volume 3, Issue 1 April 2009 , Pp 75 - 93

Quiet get-together. Christian athletes get together. under the Florida sun to talk about what's most important in their lives - and how to share it, M Jones, Soccer America 15(22), 30 Nov 1978, Pp 10-11.

Jocks for Jesus: onward Christian athletes marching off to score, D Proudfoot, Maclean's 88(13), 17 Nov 1975, Pp 46-48;50;52


The Sancification of Sport, Shirl J Hoffman, Christianity Today 30(6), (April 4, 1986): Pp 17-21;


Catholics and sport in Northern Ireland: exclusiveness or inclusiveness? M Cronin, International sports studies 22(1), 2000, 25-41


Christian Enthusiasm: Can the Olympic Flame Kindle the Fire of Christianity?, Wolfgang Vondey, Word and World, Volume 23, Number 3 , Summer 2003


The Enduring Problem of Dualism: Shirl Hoffman’s Good Game: John White, Christianity and the Culture of Sports, Implicit Religion, 2012, 15, 2:

The Utilization of Core Values as an Avenue for Promotion in Sport: Faith Based Activations as the Moral Face of Sport Organization Brands, Michael Hutchinson, in Journal of the Christian Society for Kinesiology and Leisure Studies, Volume 1, Number 1 2010


Sport as a Theology of Women, M Vos, Dispatch Online.2013. Full text available online:http://www.dispatch.co.zayopinion/sport-as-a-theology-of-women/


Journal articles: History 6d


From Cycling Priests to the ‘Sportsman’s Pope’. Italy, Sport and the Catholic Church, S Martin, European Review, 2011,19,4: Pp 545-561.


Prevailing attitudes towards sport, physical exercise and society in the 1870s: Impressions from Canadian periodicals, David Brown, Canadian Journal of History of Sport, Vol 17, 2 (Dec 1986), pp 58-70 [Influence of Muscular Christianity]


Ethelbert Talbot: His life and place in Olympic history, Ture Widund, Citius, Altius, Fortius: The International Society of Olympic History Journal, Vol 2 No 2, 7-14

The Eric Liddell story (3 parts), JW Keddie, Athletics Weekly, vol 31, Nos 3,4,6, 15 January-5 February 1977


[On blood sports but good on history of Christian view of sport]


The pastor of Loretto, Pennsylvania, versus the all-American game of baseball, RH Schmandt, Western Pennsylvania historical magazine 69(1), 1986, Pp 81-87


The role of religion in the evolution of early European Ball Games, Heiner Gillmeister , in The History of Sport and Physical Education in Iberian Cultures, Proceedings of the International HISPA conference, Lisbon (April 4-10, 1981, Pp167-76
Christ and the Imperial Games Field: Evangelical Athletes of the Empire, British Journal of Sports History 1.2 1984

The Primrose Path (The Sports Pp Lecture 1995), Sir Derek Birley, on web at http:www.umist.ac.uksportsh96.html [Useful on cheating, sport becoming professional and the contribution of Christian thinking]

Cricket and the religious world of the Victorian Period, Patrick Scott, the church Quarterley, 3 (1970) 134-144


Muscular Christianity, North Carolina Presbyterian, 2 January 1867.


Sport is a religion in America, controversial Professor argues, Scott Vance, Chronicle of Higher Education, 16 May 1984, 25-27

American Puritan literature: a neglected field of research in American sport history, P Wagner, Canadian Journal of History of Sport and Physical Education 8(2), December 1977, 62-75.

English Puritans: suppressors of sport and amusement?, JT Jable, Canadian Journal of History of Sport and Physical Education 7(1), May 1976, Pp 33-4

The social and occupational structure of organized sport in central Scotland during the

http:www.legionmagazine.comfeaturescanadianreflections97-05.asp


The concept of time, play and leisure in early Protestant Religious Ethic, George Eisen,
Play and Culture 4, no 3, August 1991, Pp 223-36

Sport as puritanism: an etiology of American athletics, SJ Overman, Physical Educator
43(1), Winter 1986, 7-10

Puritanism and Physical Education: The Shroud of Gloom Lifted, Davis, T, Canadian

Cricket in the United States: Puritan and nationalist attitudes, 1776-1893. G Howat, Sports
historian (14), May 1994, http://www.umist.ac.uk/sport/howat.html

Leisure, science, and religion in 17th-century England, C Sylvester, Leisure sciences,
16(1), Jan/Mar 1994, 1-16

Religion and Sport in America: The case for the sports bay in the Cathedral Church of
saint John the Divine, Joe D Willis and Richard G Wetman, Journal of Sport History 4, No2,
Summer 1977: Pp 189-207

The making of Working Class Football Culture in Victorian England, WJ Baker, Journal of
Social History, 13, 1979, Pp 241-251

From "Muscular Christianity" to "Esprit de Corps": games in the Victorian public schools

Religion and sport in Eighteenth-Century England: 'for the encouragement of piety and
virtue, and for the preventing or punishing of vice, profaneness and immorality'. D

Religion and amusement in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century England: 'time might be
better bestowed, and besides wee see sin acted", JK Ruehl, British Journal of Sports History

Muscular Christianity and its makers: sporting monks and churchmen in Anglo-Norman
109-124

Athleticism Revisited: Sport, Character Building and Protestant School Education in
Nineteenth Century Melbourne. Bob Stewart, Sporting Traditions, 1992, Vol. 9, No. 1, Pp 35-
50.

Football as a Moral Agent, Hely Hutchinson Almond Nineteenth Century 34, December 1893:
Pp 899—911.
Bibles and Basketball in Formosa mission, United Evangelical Action, 15 March 1952, Page 43


The historical context of the 1618 Declaration of Sports issued by King James I and reissued by King Charles I in 1633, C Dyer, Studies in physical culture and tourism, Poznan 61999, 33 61


From Trobriand cricket to rugby nation: The mission of sport in Papua New Guinea, Robert J. Foster, in International Journal of the History of Sport, Volume 23 Issue 5 2006, Pp 739 – 758


Christian Instrumentality of Sport as a Possible Source of Goodness for Atheists, Ivo Jirásek Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, Volume 12, 2018, Pages: 30-49

6e Journal articles: Ethics

See also section 5b

Love Your Opponent as Yourself: A Christian Ethic for Sport, Shawn Graves, Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, Volume 12, 2018, Pages: 50-69


Sport for the Sake of the Soul, Michael W. Austin, Ethics and Philosophy, January 2018, Pp 20-29


Catholics and Sport: An Historical and Theological Overview and Contemporary Implications, Patrick Kelly, SJ, Seattle University
Unpublished paper was circulated by the Vatican Pontifical Council for the Laity, Church and Sport section, December 2014


Sports, RB Juschwitz, Baylor University, TX, USA: The Centre for Christian Ethics, 2008. Available online:http://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/75224.pdf


Sportsmanship, Frank Sanderson, Squash Player July 1994, Pp12-13


The Morality of Boxing, Theological Studies, E Hillman, 195, Pp301-319. Full text available online: http://www.ts.mu.edu/readers/content/pdf 12/12.3/12.3.1.pdf

Can there be a Moral Duty to Cheat in Sport, H Upton, Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, 2011, 5,2:161-174,


Is it gamesmanship or just cheating? Jack Atkinson, Hockey Digest, November 1993


Why Sportsmanship Programs Fail, David Shields, and B L Bredemeier, Dance, 2011, 82 (7); 24-29,


Authority in Sport, Victor Lee Austin, Studies in Christian Ethics, February 2012 25: 65-72,


Complex Interaction of Religiousness with other Factors in Relation to Substance Use and Misuse among Female Athletes, M Cavar, D Sekulic, and Z Culjak, Journal of Religion and Health, Published Online First, 2010 May 6., DOI: 10.1007/s10943-010-9360-9.


Sport as Liturgy: Towards a Radical Orthodoxy of Sport, Andrew Edgar, Studies in Christian Ethics February 2012 25: 20-34,
Does Sport Build Character? A Progress Report on a Victorian Idea, Dominic Erdozain
*Studies in Christian Ethics* February 2012 25: 35-48,

Is it Okay to Cheat in Football?, Peter Singer http://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/singer64/English


Disordering of affections, An Augustinian critique of our relationship to sport, Mark Hamilton, paper delivered to IAPS Conference, Cheltenham, 2003


Superstition in the Collegiate Baseball player, T Ciborowski, T, The Sports Psychologist, 1997, 11(3) 305-17

White Man’s burden revisited: Raced, sport and reporting the Hansie Cronje Cricket Crisis in South Africa and beyond, J Nauright, Sports History Review, 2005, 36, 61-75


Religion and superstition in the sport of basketball, HG Buhrmann and MK Zaugg, Journal of Sport Behavior 6(3), October 1983, 146-157

Moral Callouses in Sport Competition, Jennifer Beller Sharon Stoll and A. Rudd, paper to the international Philosophic Society for the Study of Sport, near Clarkston WA.

Sports and Character: Exploring Moral Callousness and the Nature of Competition, Jennifer Beller, paper to the Sports, Spirituality, and Character Formation conference at the University of St. Mary of the Lake

How Not to Drop the Ball: Practical Research Tips to Evaluate Character Through Sport and Competition, Jennifer Beller paper at the annual conference on Christianity, Sport, Leisure, and Wellness: Integrating Faith in our Disciplines at Messiah College in Pennsylvania.


On the wrongness of cheating and why cheaters can’t play the game, Randolph Feezell, Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, 15, January 1988

Sportsmanship and Blowouts: baseball and beyond, Randolph M Feezell, Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, XXVI, 1999, Pp 68-78. [Blow-outs are one-sided games]

Opponents or enemies: Rethinking the nature of Competition, David Light Shields, Reflections, Council for Spiritual Education, March 2002, Vol XIII

Intentional rules violations, Warren Fraleigh Paper to IAPS conference, September 2003

Intentional rules violations – One more time, Warren P Fraleigh, Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, 2003, XXX, Pp 166-176

Martyrdom as extreme sport, Lev Kreft, Paper to IAPS conference, September 2003

A Hegelian understanding of Athletic competition, Paper to IAPS conference, September 2003

It matters how we play the game, James R Evans, Fundamentalist Journal, November 1985, Page 53


Dr J: Retired Star blazed trail of faith, Eternity, May 1987, Page 5


The elite sport and Christianity debate: Shifting focus from normative values to the conscious disregard for health, Jane Lee Sinden, Journal of Religion and Health, Vol 48, Number 1, March 2009

6f Journal Articles: Spirituality

See also books on spirituality in Section 1


Game Spirituality: How Games Tell Us More than We Might Think, Chad Carlson Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, Volume 12, 2018, Pages: 81-93


Recovering spiritual centers of gravity through sport, Matthew Hoven, MJTM 15, (2013-14), Pp51-78


Spirituality and being in the zone in team sports: A relationship?, KM Dillon and JL Tait, Journal of Sport behaviour, 2000, 23(2) 91-100


Section 6g - Disability

Athletes with a Disability—Mixed Messages from the Bible, G Watts, paper presented at the Inaugural International Conference on Sport and Spirituality, Centre for the Study of Sport and Spirituality 2007, York St. John


**Sports, Religion and Disability**, Nick J Watson and Andrew Parker, (Guest Editors): *Journal of Religion and Disability*, Special Edition: Volume 18, Issue 1, 2014 containing the following articles

- **Disability as a Path to Spiritual Enlightenment: An Ethnographic Account of the Significance of Religion in Paralympic Sport**, P. David Howe and Andrew Parker
- **Special Olympians as a “Prophetic Sign” to the Modern Sporting Babel**, Nick J Watson
- **Towards a Theology of Disability Sport: A Misconstrued Game Plan**, Graeme Watts
- **“Celebration” as the Spiritual Expression of Leisure and Sport: Reflections on the L’Arche Tradition and the Special Olympics**, Nick J. Watson and Catherine A. O’Keefe
- **A Modern Conception of Flesh: Towards a Theology of Disability Sport**, Peter M. Hopsicker
- **Nature-Based Recreation, Spirituality and Persons with Disabilities**, Paul Heintzman
- **Triumph From Anguish: The Inspiration of the Special Olympics**, Timothy Shriver

Running the (special) race: What would St. Paul say about sports in the late modern world, A Yong, Journal of Disability and Religion, 18(2), 2014

Section 7: Devotional material

Game Day Glory, John and Cindy White, Tallmadge, Ohio, SD Myers Publishing, 2006

Baxter’s Second Inning, Henry Drummond, London, Hodder, 1892

The Cricket field of the Christian life, Thomas Waugh, Stockport nd (C1910)

Glory of the Games, Chad Bonham, Cross Training, 2012

Meditations for athletes. B Sessoms, Abingdon Press Nashville, 1987,

Overwhelming Victory Devotions for Coaches and Athletes, Greg Linville, Overwhelming Victory Ministries, Canton, Ohio.

Sports Devotional Bible: New International Version (NIV), Dave Branon (Editor), 2002


Keep your eye on the ball, Ray Markham, Brentford, Leprosy Mission, 2005

Golf’s sacred journey, David L Cook, Zondervan 2009

More Than a Game (Stories, Prayers, and Reflections for the Student Athlete), Leonard DiPaul, Edward Hastings and Sharon Fuqua Retif, St Mary’s Press, 2006


Serving: True Champions know that Success takes Surrender, Ventura, CA, USA: Regal, From Gospel Light. 2008

A round with God (Parables from the golf course), Matt Parsons, Lifeline Ministries Cornwall, 2009


A sporting guide to eternity, Steve Connor, Christian Focus Publications, Tain, Scotland, 2002
On Your Mark, Kriss Akabusi's sermons on Mark's gospel, Kriss Akabusi with Stuart Weir, Bible Reading Fellowship 1996.

Kriss Akabusi on Track with the Bible, Kriss Akabusi, Bible Reading Fellowship 1995.

Focus, the name of the game – a golf devotional., Scott Simpson, Larry Mize and Loren Roberts with Sigmund Brouwer, J Countryman 1999.

Finishing the course (Strategies for the back nine of your life), Jim Sheard and Wally Armstrong, J Countryman 2000.

University of Destruction: Your Game Plan for Spiritual Victory on Campus, David Wheaton, 2005


Got Game: Living Life above the Rim, Pat Williams, James D. Denney, J. Countryman 2002

The Right Way to Win: How Athletes Can Place God First in Their Hearts, Mike Blaylock, Moody Press, 2000

In His Court, Betsy Nagelsen McCormack with Mike Yorkey, J. Countryman, 2002

In his grip, Jim Sheard and Wally Armstrong, Word Publishing, 1997


The point after, Advice from God’s athletes, Elliot Johnson, Zondervan, 1987


Avoiding the Blitz: And Other Life Lessons from Football Dan Bolin, NavPress Publishing Group 1998.

A Hero in Every Heart; Messages to Motivate and Inspire the Best in You H. Jackson Brown, Ron Spizman, Thomas Nelson; 1996.


Stories from the Game of Life, Bob Welch, Paperback, Harvest House Publishers, Inc. 2000

Breakaway, Al Janssen, Here’s Life Publishing, San Bernardino, 1985


Just before Tip Off, Motivational messages from NBA Chapels, Bo Mitchell and Bill McCartney, Cross Training Publishing, 2000

Lessons from the disabled list, devotions for baseball, Elliot Johnson, Cross Training Publishing, 2000

Game Day decisions, Elliot Johnson, Cross Training Publishing, 2000


Life Above the Rim (chapel talks given to the Phoenix Suns), Keith Brown and Kevin Johnson, Cross Training Publishing, 2000


A Golfer’s Day with the Master: Spiritual Wisdom from the Fairway, Dorothy K. Ederer, Doubleday and Co, 2000

The Right Way to Win: How Athletes Can Place God First in Their Hearts, Mike Blaylock, Moody, 2000


Intensity with Integrity (Chapel talks given to the Phoenix Suns and Arizona Cardinals), Keith Brown, Cross Training Publishing, 2000


Soul of a champion, Roger Lipe, Cross Training Publishing, 2002

Heart of a champion, Roger Lipe, Cross Training Publishing, 2005
A Sporting Month, Brian Pearson, Wild Duck Productions, 2012

See also various publications by The Winning Run Foundation and CrossTraining Publishing

Section 8: History and Development of sports ministry


Out of Darkness (stories from India) V G Harley, Word, 1988
Pp 59-64 are about Robin Paul and the origins of sports ministry in India.

Impact for Christ (The story of FCA), Wayne Atcheson, Cross Training Publishing, 1994

Sharing the victory: the twenty-five years of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, J Dunn, New York, Quick Fox, 1980

Social recreation and the church, Frank Hart Smith, Convention Press, 1985


I'm majoring in sports ministry, James A Mathisen, Books and Culture, May/June 1998: Pp 24-28

How Can Physical Activity and Sports Be Used in Youth Ministries? Timothy Voss
Pp.599-613

Football 2 Football Ministry, Worthing, Mark Bythe, Verite CM, 2008

Evangelism in the early church, Michael Green, Eerdmans, 2004
Chapter: Sports Ministry from the local church, Andrew Wingfield Digby

The Value of sports in evangelising Children, Tom Maddox, Evangelizing Today's Child, May/June 1990, Page 15

Making sports work for kids, Linda Weddle, Evangelizing Today's Child, May/June 1990, Pp 12-14

Church’s goal is to use Euro 2008 as evangelisation tool - Universe 15 June 2008


Recreation and the local church, Frances Clemens, Robert Tully, Edward Crill, Brethren Publishing House, Elgin, Illinois, 1956
The Sports Stadium, Graham Daniels and J Stuart Weir, Frampton House Publications, Bicester, 2005


Sports Ministry that wins, Jimmy Smith, CSRM nd c 2017

Why Churches should engage with the Olympics and Paralympic Games and Cultural Olympiad, D Hawkins, 2010 Available online: http://www.cofe.anglican.org/olympics/whyengage.html


Spread the word: sports ministry programs - from church-run sports leagues to full-fledged fitness centers - are taking athletics and recreation in a whole new direction, M Popke, Athletic-business-Madison,-Wis. 25(10), Oct 2001, Pp 55-57:59-61


A once in a lifetime opportunity: A post Olympic legacy for sports mission through the local church in the UK, Graham Daniels, Encounters Mission Journal, Sport and Mission (Issue 41 – July 12) http://emj.redcliffe.org/?s=Daniels

Section 8a: Manuals On Sports Ministry


Into the stadium, Bryan Mason, Word, 2003


The Shepherd/Coach, Rodger Oswald, CSI

Equipping and Sending Athletes and Teams to the Mission Field, Rodger Oswald, CSI.

Organizing an Evangelistic Run, Rodger Oswald, CSI.

Sports/Prison Ministry Manual, Rodger Oswald, CSI

Organizing an Evangelistic Field Day, Rodger Oswald, CSI

Sports Ministry and the Church, Rodger Oswald, CSI

Sports Challenge Event, Rodger Oswald, CSI

Evangelistic Sports Clinics, Rodger Oswald, CSI


1. A Biblical View of Sports: Apologetic Perspective
2. Characteristics of a University Student Sports Ministry and How to Create a University Sports Ministry
3. Developing an Adult Sports Camp
4. Developing Multi-Sport Youth Camps
5. Developing a Specialized Sport Camp
6. Developing Outreach around a National Sports Event
7. History of Outreaches at Major Sports Events
8. How to Accomplish Outreach Meals
9. How to Conduct an Outreach Sports Event
10. How to Conduct an Outreach Sports Instructional Clinic
11. How to Create a Multi-Church Sports League
12. How to Develop Literature for a Major Sports Event
13. How to Maintain Strong Marriages in Ministry
14. How to Minister to High Profile Sports Persons and National Teams
15. How to Minister to Sports Persons at Major Events
16. More Than Gold and Up For The Cup Ministries
17. Receiving Cross-Cultural Sports Teams from Agencies, Bible Schools, Churches and Colleges
18. Sending Sports Teams Cross-Culturally
19. Sports Ministry in the Local Church
20. Starting a Sports Ministry in a Limited Access Situation

Initiating a sports ministry in the local church, Greg Linville, Overwhelming Victory Ministries, Canton, Ohio.

Local Church: A vision for a recreation ministry, Marvin Rickard, http://blossomvalleybiblechurch.com
Section 9: Collections of sports life stories


First Goal, Dave Branon, Moody, 1996.

Champions of Faith: Catholic Sports Heroes Tell Their Stories, Thomas O’Toole, Rowman and Littlefield, 2001

The goal and the glory, Ted Simonson, Ed, Revell, 1962

The Goal and The Glory, John E. Erickson, Power Books New Jersey, 1986


God’s Squad, Heaven’s Eleven Footballers of Faith, Phil Shirley, Harper Collins 2000.


The Winning Edge, Peter Furst, Lime Grove House, Australia, 2000 Revised 2002

The Goal and the Glory, Josh Davis Ed, Regal, 2008


Reading level: Ages 4-8.

Slam Dunk Winning players talk about basketball, family, and faith, Dave Branon, Moody 1994.

Slam Dunk 2: Winning players talk about basketball, family, and faith, Dave Branon, Moody 1999.

Safe at Home, More Winning Players Talk about Baseball and Their Faith, Dave Branon.

Safe at Home 2: More Winning Players Talk about Baseball and Their Faith, Dave Branon.

Play ball, James C Hefley, Zondervan, 1964

The home team wears white, Gary Warner, Zondervan, 1969

Hearts of Champions 20 individual stories of faith and character development from the Nebraska football program, Mark Todd, Cross Training, ND.

Top Stars of NASCAR Volume 1, Bob Schaller, Cross Training, c 1998


The Olympic Dream and Spirit Volume 3, Bob Schaller, Exhusker Press, 1999

Ten Famous Christian athletes, Mel Larsson, Miracle Books, Wheaton, 1958

Every one a winner, Jonathan Carswell and Emma Newrick, Milton Keynes, Authentic, 2012

Section 10: Muscular Christianity

Fiction

The Manliness of Christ, Thomas Hughes, 1879 (Ulan Press, 2012)


Two Years Ago, Charles Kingsley, London, Cassell, 1856

Secondary

Charles Kingsley and the ‘muscular Christian’ ideal of manliness, Malcolm Tozer, Physical Education Review, 1985, Volume 8 Number 1, Pp 35-40

Godliness and Good Learning. (Four studies on a Victorian ideal), D Newsome, 1961 Especially “Godliness and manliness”, Pp195-239
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Contemplative leisure within Christian spirituality - Joseph D Teaff

Leisure at L'Arche: communities of face of persons of developmental disabilities - Cathy O'Keefe

Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot - Don deGraaf

Sport, play and leisure in the Christian experience - Shirl Hoffman

Coming to terms with play, game, sport and athletics - John Byl

Play, game and sport in a reformed biblical world view - Tom Visker

Athletics from a Christian perspective - Marvin A Zuidema

Towards an understanding of muscular Christianity: religion, sport and culture in the modern world - James A Mathisen

Competition in church sport leagues - Kimberley A Keller, Gary H Naylor and David R Stirling

Christian ethics in North America sport - Murray W Hall

From Super Bowl to worship: the roles of story in work and leisure - Quentin J Schultze
From faith to fun: humor as invisible religion - Russell Heddendorf

Leisure, and drama and Christianity - Gwen Laurie Wright


Introduction to Recreation and Sports Ministry: John Garner
Biblical foundations of Sports Ministry: Rodger Oswald
Visions and re-visions: A history of the modern church recreation and sports movement in the US: Brad Wesner
The Recreation and Sports Minister as a professional: Dale Connally
Organization of recreation and sports ministry: John Garner
Recreation and sports administration in a ministry setting: Dale Adkins
Recreation and sports ministry programming process and theory in the church setting: Paul Stutz
Recreation and sports Ministry: An evangelistic approach: Greg Linville
Ethic of competition in a church setting: Greg Linville
Introduction to recreation and sports ministry for all ages: Judi Jackson

Appendix 7 With God on their side. Sport in the service of religion, T Magalinski and Timothy JL Chandler

With God on their side
Catholics and sport in Northern Ireland
Stadium politics – Islam and Amazigh consciousness in France and North Africa
We are red, white and blue, we are Catholic, why aren’t you: religion and cocker subculture symbolism
Women, sport and American Jewish identity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
Manly Catholicism: making men in Catholic public schools 1945-80
Religion, race and rugby in Coloured Cape Town
Appeasing the Gods: Shinto, sumo and true Japanese spirit
What makes man: religions sport and negotiating masculine identity in the Promise keepers
Mohammed speaks and Muhammed Ali: intersections of the Nation of Islam and sport in the 1960s

Appendix 8


Part I: Sport as Religion
The Super Bowl as Religious Festival, J.L. Price.
From Civil Religion to Folk Religion: The Case of American Sport, J.A. Mathisen.
The Natural Religion, M. Novak.
"Heavenly Father, Divine Goalie": Sport and Religion, C.S. Prebish.
Sport Is Not a Religion, J.M. Chandler.

Part II: Sport as Religious Experience
Playing, G. Sheehan.

Part III: Religion in Sport

From Ritual to Record, A Guttmann.
Recovering a Sense of the Sacred in Sport, S J Hoffman.
The Spirit of Winning: Sports and the Total Man, C Flake.
Pray Ball, L Rotenberk.
Are You Blocking for Me, Jesus? J T Baker.
Green Cars, Black Cats and Lady Luck, J McCallum.

Part IV: Sport, Religion, and Ethics

Sport: Morality and Ethics, H Slusher.
Sport, Religion and Human Well-Being, B W W Aitken.
Towards a Christian Play Ethic, A F Holmes.
Real Men, Short Hair, T Simpson.
Death in the Ring: A Pastoral Dilemma, C Leone and D L Leone.
Nimrod, Nephilim, and the Athletae Dei, S J Hoffman.